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Introduction

Modern archaeology is a science that, with 
its methods and theories, keeps constantly 
vacillating between natural sciences and 
humanities. Archaeology, it can be argued, 
still has not found its niche in the sciences. 
Archaeology has been seeking for its sci-
entific justification from the natural sci-
ences, especially geology and physics, and 
from the humanities, anthropology, litera-
ture studies, linguistics, and sociology for 
example. The topic has been dealt with ex-
tensively in archaeology but the problem 
persists, especially when examining the 
relationship between scientific archaeol-
ogy and alternative ways of experiencing 
the past.

In this article, I will, on the one hand, 
draw a brief history of archaeology and 
discuss the ways archaeology has been 

striving to become scientific. I will be con-
centrating on an era when archaeology 
has already been established as a modern 
science, not just a bunch of methods bor-
rowed from other fields of science. My 
goal on the one hand is to evaluate the re-
lationship between archaeology and other 
sciences as whole disciplines (namely se-
miotics and natural sciences in general), 
not so much the dialogue between partic-
ular scholars, although I will also refer to 
such cases. I will discuss the history of ar-
chaeology by concentrating mainly on its 
aspirations of becoming a science during 
the last 30 years or so. The brief history 
I provide is by no means a complete one. 
It is not my intention to provide a com-
plete history of archaeology as there are 
many textbooks where one can be found 
(see, e.g., Daniel 1975; Johnson 1999; 
Trigger 2006; Lucas 2012). My intention is 
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to provide a background with which the 
ideas of a new scientific archaeology pro-
vided toward the end of the article can be 
contrasted.

That having been said, I will also be 
concentrating on (1) identifying the rea-
sons archaeology suffered a loss of cred-
ibility as a science, (2) how and why phi-
losophy of science became an important 
question again during the last ten years or 
so as a result of the so-called speculative 
turn in continental philosophy (Bryant et 
al. 2011) and the revived interest in prag-and the revived interest in prag-
matist semiotics, and (3) what the future 
of scientific archaeology might look like 
and what are some of the key tenets of a 
scientific attitude in archaeology. In this 
respect I will be referring to the pragmati-
cist philosophy of science as formulated 
by the American semiotician and philoso-
pher Charles Peirce (1839–1914) during 
the end of the 19th century and the begin-
ning of the 20th century.

Archaeology as a modern 
phenomenon and a 
natural science

Scientific archaeology is a modern phe-
nomenon that can be seen to have born in 
a modern social and philosophical atmos-
phere (Thomas 2004a; 2004b, 17; Lucas 
2004, 109; Holtorf 2010, 10). Modernism, 
on the other hand, is characterised by an 
increase in land use caused by industri-
alisation, which in turn caused an increase 
in archaeological finds; the wealthy land 
owning segment of the population started 
to collect antiquities and archaeology be-
came a typologising science (Crawford 
1932 in Daniel 1975, 53).

Archaeology as a science can be seen 
to have gotten its inspiration on the one 
hand from natural sciences starting as 
early as the latter part of the 19th century 
when the history of mankind was, using 

the methodology borrowed from geology, 
proven to be much longer than that de-
picted in the Bible (e.g. Renfrew & Bahn 
2004, 26; Gamble & Kruszynski 2009). 
In addition to this, modern archaeology 
can be seen to have born as a result of 
C. J. Thomsen’s three-period system and 
Charles Darwin’s evolutionary theory. The 
three-period system and typology in par-
ticular can be seen to reside at the heart of 
scientific archaeology, assuming a science 
will always need its own scientific method. 
Typology and the three-period system be-
came the scientific method of a scientific 
archaeology (Rodden 1981, 51). 

The new scientific archaeology differed 
from antiquarianism, ‘pre-archaeology’ as 
mere collecting of antiquities, in that its 
objective was to make inferences about 
the past by studying the artefacts. Whereas 
antiquarians treated the objects simply as 
collectibles, archaeology believed in the 
ability of the material to give information 
about the past – it just needed to be stud-– it just needed to be stud- it just needed to be stud-
ied systematically (Schnapp 2008, 396; 
Thomas 2004a, 3, 157). Leo Klejn (1973, 
695–696, 700) has noted that the mod-–696, 700) has noted that the mod-696, 700) has noted that the mod-
ern condition of archaeology is particu-
larly manifested in systems thinking and 
the ability of natural sciences to give all-
encompassing explanations. According 
to Klejn, traits of systems thinking could 
already be seen in early cultural history, 
where style, type, and archaeological cul-
ture can be seen as early modes of systems. 
Systems thinking then later became popu-
lar in processual archaeology.

The systematic approach is one of the 
very modern traits of archaeology. Sys-
tematic thinking is also an integral part 
of modern philosophy which in turn has 
affected archaeological thinking greatly. 
The father of modern philosophy, René 
Descartes, aimed to create a method of 
systematic skepticism, in which all senso-
ry data is to be doubted. The only certain-
ty to be found was in the thinking subject. 
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Isaac Newton, on the other hand, was 
working on his mechanistic view of the 
world that would be based on a systematic 
view of the functions of the cosmos. In ad-
dition to this, another important trait of 
modernist philosophy is the tendency to 
postulate a final state of affairs (Thomas 
2004a, 3) – how things are and how they 
could ultimately be (for utopias and dysto-
pias in archaeology, see also Shanks et al. 
2004, 75–76). Modernism is therefore also 
characterised by the clear rationalist idea 
of the separation between theory and data 
– a recurring theme also in archaeology.

It is therefore no coincidence that the 
ideal of scientific archaeology has al-
ways based on the natural sciences and 
positivism. When the archaeology that 
was inspired by geology and biology was 
strengthened by the discovery of radiocar-
bon dating, archaeologists turned to the 
natural sciences and physics in particular 
for new possibilities of objectifying the 
past as a neutral object of study. Natural 
science became a way of avoiding the kind 
of unreasonable acts that were made in the 
name of an archaeology that was inspired 
by nationalistic, political, and propagan-
dist agendas.

The era of questioning 
archaeology as a science

Starting at the beginning of the 1960s, 
German archaeologists were no longer 
able to keep up with the theoretical and 
methodological discussion that emerged 
in the United States. The so-called ‘New 
Archaeology’, born in the USA, had 
reached Europe via Great Britain (Härke 
1991, 191). In this historical context, one 
interesting question deals with the rela-
tionship between Finnish and German 
archaeology. The Finnish school system 
was, excluding the most recent 50 years, 
inspired by the German school system. 

The Holocaust was also in this sense a 
great separator that led to the spreading 
of American culture, including American 
science, to Europe. The Holocaust is often 
said to have ended the modern period and 
started the postmodern era (Eaglestone 
2001, 7 in Thomas 2004a, 50), which is 
in turn characterised by the disappear-
ance of the borders between science and 
popular culture and art, and scientists and 
laymen.

The postmodern condition manifests 
for example in the topics of books about 
the history and theory of archaeology. 
Before postmodernism, archaeology can 
be said to have one history (the history 
of archaeology), whereas during the new 
multivocal period, scholars wanted to 
stress the many approaches to history 
and the past and the subjective nature 
of knowledge and experience. ‘The’ his-‘The’ his-The’ his-’ his-his-
tory of archaeology became ‘a’ history of 
archaeology or ‘histories’ of archaeology. 
One of the goals was probably also to di-
minish the expert cult that was seen to 
hinder communication between science 
and popular culture. This is when popu-
lar archaeology emerged and the ability 
of archaeology to gain knowledge about 
one real past was questioned. Everyone 
became an archaeologist.

One practical example of an attempt to 
lose the gap between scientific archaeol-
ogy and alternative approaches to the past 
is the recent change that the American 
Anthropological Society (AAA) made to 
their long term plan. The word ‘science’ 
was dropped from the agenda. Their ob-
jective earlier was “to advance anthropol-
ogy as the science that studies humankind 
in all its aspects.” Now their goal is to “ad- Now their goal is to “ad-Now their goal is to “ad-
vance public understanding of human-
kind in all its aspects.” (see Normark 2010 
for a take on the subject).

The binary thinking characteristic of 
modern thinking is obvious here. The 
change is also characteristic of relativist 
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and multivocal postmodernism. There 
is an epistemological problem between 
scientific and interpretative archaeology. 
There has been a hermeneutic shift in ar-
chaeology from science as an apparatus of 
providing explanations about the past, to 
science as a means of understanding the 
past individual. The time of this shift to 
contextual archaeology can be pinpointed 
to the 1980s. Ian Hodder’s (1987) article 
The contextual analysis of symbolic mean- contextual analysis of symbolic mean-
ings started the so-called contextual ar-
chaeology. The objective of archaeology 
went from explaining past processes as 
part of a natural system to understand-
ing past people as individuals with unique 
motivations and intentions. Archaeology 
became hermeneutic and the individual 
was now seen as an agent and an author 
of text. By the same token material cul-
ture was now treated as text (more on this 
below).

The post-processual archaeology that 
emerged in the 1980s is a very postmodern 
phenomenon. It is characterised by a frag-
mentary field of science and the plentitude 
of theories and methods. Post-processual 
archaeology has been called relativistic 
‘anything goes’ archaeology (Oestigaard 
2004, 35) that is plagued by atheoretical 
thinking. Robert Dunnell (1992, 85–86) 
has identified two reasons for archaeol-
ogy’s failure to become scientific. The 
first reason was the adoption of physics as 
the leading ideal of science in processual 
archaeology. The other reason was a cer-
tain commonsensism that, according to 
Dunnell, was also introduced to archae-
ology by processualism. Archaeology has 
undergone 150 years of ‘scientification’, 
but not once have the term ‘science’ and 
the conditions of science been adequately 
described (Dunnell 1992, 75). According 
to Dunnell (1992, 86), the use of common 
sense does not advance science. He main-
tains that archaeology needs a theory of its 
own, something that has not been found 

yet. Dunnell really believes it is possible to 
find one such theory. I must disagree. But 
Dunnell is correct in stating that a scien-
tific archaeology would be based on falsi-
ficationism (the idea that knowledge must 
be based on small hypotheses that are easy 
to falsify when they are found to be incor-
rect). Dunnell identifies common sense as 
being based on big hypotheses such as the 
idea of cultural evolution. When the idea 
about cultural evolution is falsified, it will 
break down the entire system of archaeo-
logical knowledge that is fundamentally 
based on the false rationalist idea of cul-
tural evolution as somehow separate from 
natural evolution.

Physics, according to Dunnell (1992, 
88) is also not pertinent as a leading idea 
of science of archaeology since archaeol-
ogy is history, not natural science. This 
view is backed up by Glyn Daniel (1975, 
310–311) when he writes that archaeology 
and anthropology cannot be called a natu-
ral science more than natural sciences can 
be called history. Even though archaeol-
ogy has its roots in geology, archaeology 
is a humanist science the object of which 
is mankind and culture, not nature. Daniel 
thereby falls victim of the same kind of 
false demarcation between culture and 
nature as Dunnell. Because of its human-
ist nature, archaeology was fitted with a 
variety of approaches from the humanities 
during and after the 1980s. Particularly in-
fluential were literary studies and semiot-
ics (more on this below).

According to Bruce Trigger (2008, 365), 
Glyn Daniel’s historiography of archaeol-’s historiography of archaeol-s historiography of archaeol-
ogy favoured cultural history as an ap-
proach instead of being a cultural evolu-
tionist. Trigger writes that, according to 
Daniel, without cultural history archaeol-
ogy would have become object-oriented 
antiquarianism. It is therefore ironic that 
some scholars, such as Johan Normark 
(e.g. 2010), are taking archaeology to a 
more object-oriented direction. Their 
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goal is to pick up archaeology where the 
so-called symmetrical discourse left it 
and even more aggressively debunk some 
of the binaries that have been plaguing 
archaeological theory. These include for 
example such pairs as natural/cultural 
and material/immaterial or tangible/in-
tangible (a notion used extensively in cul-
tural heritage theory). Normark calls his 
approach posthumanocentric and neo-
materialist archaeology and draws his in-
spiration from the philosophies of Gilles 
Deleuze and Manuel DeLanda. He sees 
no objection for combining humanities 
and natural sciences. Actually he does not 
want to make such distinctions in the first 
place. It is true that the historiography of 
archaeology has sometimes fallen victim 
of using too great distinctions. Labeling 
the use of natural scientific methods as 
impertinent will not help in making ar-
chaeology a science. Normark’s approach 
is therefore a good example of an aspira-
tion to make archaeology a science again. 
This approach in turn is based on realis-
ing that knowledge about the past should 
and must be made using various methods 
liberally. Let us not make the mistake of 
dividing science into cultures as identi-
fied by Charles Percy Snow (1998, vii–
viii) who wrote already in the 1960s about 
the sciences having been divided into two 
cultures, ‘the literary intellectuals’ and the 
natural scientists. There exist two cultures 
also in archaeology. There are on the one 
hand those who believe in the natural 
sciences as the true scientific method, 
and on the other hand those who see ar-
chaeology as humanism; or processualists 
and post-processualists in paradigmatic 
terms. Both cultures share what Snow 
(1998, viii) called “a profound mutual 
suspicion and incomprehension”. This 
is where archaeology is now. There has, 
however, been much discussion of what is 
going to be the next scientific ‘paradigm’ 
of archaeology.

The possibility of a new 
scientific archaeology – 
archaeology after text

It is not necessary to categorically distin-
guish between the scientific methods of 
the natural sciences and the non-scientific 
methods borrowed from humanities, but 
it is necessary to explicitly announce that 
archaeology, like any science, has an ob-
ject of study. Without an object, no science 
would be possible. The object of study in 
archaeology is material culture, i.e. mate-
rial objects created or left behind by man 
as a sign of his action during the various 
time periods, but also natural ‘artefacts’ 
that were present during that time.

During the last decade or so, there has 
been a revived interest in anthropology 
toward material culture. Robert Preucel 
(2006, 14) has noted that this trend is one 
of the most interesting advances in recent 
anthropology1. Even though archaeology 
has always been characterised as the study 
of material culture, there is a change to be 
identified that holds in it a shift in the phil-
osophical outlook and different type of 
ontological and epistemological questions.

Even though the many meanings of ma-
terial culture have been at the heart of ar-
chaeological study for the last thirty years, 
during the most recent ten years scholars 
have started to approach them from an-
other ontological viewpoint – one that is 
not based on a clear distinction between 
the cultural human and the material world 
surrounding him. Several causes underlie 
this change. One of the most influential 
philosophical traditions to ever affect ar-
chaeology, namely continental philoso-
phy and phenomenology, experienced 
what has been called the speculative turn 
(Bryant et al. 2011). The speculative turn, 

1  Preucel’s background is in American anthro-’s background is in American anthro-s background is in American anthro-
pological archaeology. That is one reason he 
refers to anthropology.
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as a counter term for the linguistic turn, 
refers to a change in continental philoso-
phy that includes the emergence of neo-
realism and neomaterialism. There has 
been a revived interest in questions of ma-
teriality in continental philosophy, which 
during the 20th century was more or less 
saturated with the ideas of existentialism 
and the idea of man as an authentic in-
dividual. Neomaterialists do not want to 
make a clear distinction between mind 
and matter. The linguistic turn meant 
taking language as a starting point for 
all perception and therefore knowledge. 
Neomaterialists do not want to make such 
a priori assumptions about the fundamen-
tal role of language as a structure. This 
means that the past and its material cul-
ture has now been more or less objectified 
as something real and independent of the 
individual mind. This change in turn has 
led to a revived importance of ontological 
and epistemological questions in the study 
of material culture. Such archaeologists 
as Johan Normark (see his Archaeological 
Haecceities blog), Bjørnar Olsen (2010; 
2012), Matt Edgeworth (2012), and 
Christopher Witmore (2012) have been 
influenced by speculative realism and ob-
ject-oriented philosophy in particular.

Witmore’s conception of objects is 
mostly based on the writings of such phi-
losophers as Graham Harman and Levi 
Bryant. The core tenet of object-oriented 
philosophy is that what ultimately exists 
is objects. Objects can be said to share 
various relationships with each other. Levi 
Bryant (2011, 26) for example does not 
follow the modernist schema of relation-
ism in which objects are thought to be de-
fined by their relations with each other. He 
follows Graham Harman’s object-oriented 
philosophy and maintains that objects are 
always withdrawn from relations (Bryant 
2011, 26), i.e. “that objects have no direct 
access to one another and that each ob-
ject translates other objects with which it 

enters into non-relational relations”. Nor 
are all objects thought to be in relation (or 
non-relational relation) with each other 
(Bryant 2011, 68). Not everything that 
happens affects all objects. In this sense 
Bryant (2011, 68) makes a distinction 
between objects and their relations and 
maintains that the universe is not a closed 
system where everything affects every-
thing. In fact, he points out that if this were 
the case, if objects were only constituted 
by their relations with each other, every-
thing would be frozen, and nothing would 
move (Bryant 2011, 68). Bryant (2011, 69) 
then goes on to explicate his philosophy 
of objects by stating that “we must not say 
that an object has its qualities or that qual-
ities inhere in an object, nor above all that 
objects are their qualities, but [...] we must 
say that qualities are something an object 
does”. This is an essentially pragmatistic 
view of objects and one of the many points 
of connection that speculative realism has 
with classical American pragmatism. The 
pragmatic maxim tells us to “[c]onsider 
what effects, that might conceivably have 
practical bearings, we conceive the object 
of our conception to have. Then, our con-
ception of these effects is the whole of our 
conception of the object” (CP 5.402)2.

2  Abbreviations used in this article refer to the 
following edited volumes of Peirce’s writings as 
follows:
CP 1–8 followed by the number of paragraph: 
Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce, 8 
volumes, volumes 1–6 eds C. Hartshorne and 
P. Weiss; volumes 7–8 ed. A. W. Burks. Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge 1931–1958.
EP 1 followed by page number: Houser & Klo-
esel 1992.
EP 2 followed by page number: Peirce Edition 
Project 1998.
NEM 1–4 followed by page number: The New 
Elements of Mathematics 1–4. Four volumes in 
five books. Ed. C. Eisele 1976. Hague: Mouton 
Publishers.
SS followed by page number: Semiotic and Sig-
nifics: The Correspondenc
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scientific attitude, for example that sham 
reasoning is to be avoided (CP 1.57), as 
presented above. Some ideas, however, are 
very important. These include the pro-
cesses of inference, for example.

In addition to the traditional forms 
of inference (induction and deduction), 
Peirce formulated a third kind of infer-
ence, one he called abduction. Abductive 
reasoning is the basis for all processes of 
forming archaeological knowledge and it 
is often connected to cases where a sur-
prising fact requires an explanation (EP 
2, 287). In archaeology, abduction can 
often be characterised as inference to the 
best explanation, i.e. what explanation 
serves as the best one for a given set of 
observed facts. The relevance of abductive 
reasoning in crime scene investigation or 
Sherlock Holmes-type detective work has 
often been stressed in philosophical texts 
(e.g. Eco & Sebeok 1983). Abductive infer-
ence is therefore very important also in ar-
chaeology which has been said to resemble 
the aforementioned sciences very closely 
(e.g. Klejn 2001, 31, 38–41, 128). The role 
of abductive reasoning in archaeology has 
nevertheless been studied very little. Some 
of the rare exceptions include Leo Klejn’s 
(2001, 128) view of the abductive nature 
of archaeological knowledge, Cameron 
Shelley’s writings about visual abduction 
in archaeology (e.g. Shelley 1996), and 
some rare references to abduction as infer-
ence to the best explanation that were car-
ried out as part of the processual discourse 
(Hanen & Kelley 1995 (1989)).5

All science is, or should ultimately be, 
based on similar processes of reasoning. 
According to the later writings of Charles 
Peirce, abduction, a weak mode of infer-
ence, can be characterised as a guess-
ing instinct for finding good hypotheses 
similar to that of the animals’ instinct for 

5  For a more recent take on abduction in ar-
chaeology, see Marila 2013.

doing things that are beneficial or neces-
sary for their survival that has developed 
during hundreds of thousands of years 
of evolution (Paavola 2005, 131–132). To 
back this up, Peirce argues that it would 
have been virtually impossible for hu-
mans to have developed and reached the 
current state of knowledge if reasoning 
was based on mere guessing. In this sense 
the human mind is, as I already stated 
above, “akin to the truth” (CP 7.220). 
Abduction is the first phase of inquiry 
with which ideas and hypotheses are gen-
erated. Induction (together with abduc-
tion, of course, and to some degree also 
deduction) are then used to test new ideas 
and hypotheses (CP 6.526–536). When 
the basis of knowledge is understood in 
this fashion, there is little room for argu-
ing in favour of a theory of semantic logic 
as the grounds and boundaries of knowl-
edge as has been the case traditionally in 
processual archaeology with its fixation 
with covering law models and the hypo-
thetic-deductive model.

According to Peirce’s own words, 
abduction

“consists in examining a mass of facts 
and in allowing these facts to suggest a 
theory. In this way we gain new ideas; 
but there is no force in the reasoning. 
[...] [I]nduction is, as Aristotle says, 
the inference of the truth of the major 
premiss of a syllogism of which the mi-
nor premiss is made to be true and the 
conclusion is found to be true, while 
abduction is the inference of the truth 
of the minor premiss of a syllogism of 
which the major premiss is selected as 
known already to be true while the con-
clusion is found to be true. Abduction 
furnishes all our ideas concerning real 
things, beyond what are given in per-
ception, but is mere conjecture, without 
probative force.” (CP 8.209.)
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“Abduction is the process of forming an 
explanatory hypothesis. It is the only 
logical operation which introduces any 
new idea; for induction does nothing 
but determine a value, and deduction 
merely evolves the necessary conse-
quences of a pure hypothesis.

Deduction proves that something must 
be; Induction shows that something 
actually is operative; Abduction merely 
suggests that something may be.

Its only justification is that from its sug-
gestion deduction can draw a predic-
tion which can be tested by induction, 
and that, if we are ever to learn anything 
or to understand phenomena at all, it 
must be by abduction that this is to be 
brought about.

No reason whatsoever can be given for 
it, as far as I can discover; and it needs 
no reason, since it merely offers sugges-
tions.” (CP 5.171.)

Such is the case with much of archaeo-
logical knowledge which is often based 
on very fragmentary, although massive, 
evidence of past action. Archaeological 
hypotheses, or sometimes more like 
guesses, something Peirce (CP 6.526) calls 
‘abductory inductions’, that are formed on 
the basis of that fragmentary record can 
then be tested with induction (testing of 
hypotheses by means of prediction), i.e. 
whether future occurrences of similar 
facts in the archaeological record fit in the 
picture. In effect, integrating abduction in 
the process of archaeological inquiry as 
the third (or fundamental) and explana-
tory element of inference renders archae-
ology an explanatory science rather than a 
















